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Research profile
My research addresses a broad variety of problems from analysis, geometry and probability.
Particular foci in recent years had been questions of optimal transport and effects of curvature
in various contexts, including Riemannian manifolds, Finsler spaces, and infinite dimensional
spaces (like path spaces, loop spaces, configuration spaces, or spaces of measures). With
foundational publications I contributed to establish and to promote a new hot area in mathematics: metric measure spaces with synthetic Ricci bounds. Other research topics are matching problems, random measures, interacting particle systems and their scaling limits, gradient flows, geometric and functional inequalities, stochastic calculus on manifolds.
Major research directions for the future include: precise geometric structure of metric measures
spaces with curvature-dimension condition (singular/regular points, boundaries) and their relation to Cheeger-Colding limits and Alexandrov spaces, analysis on time-dependent mm-spaces
and their evolutions (e.g. under generalizations of Ricci flow), extension of ‘curvature’ concepts
to spaces which so far had been out of reach (including branching or non-convex boundary
conditions), stochastic calculus on mm-spaces, higher dimensional random geometries.
Research Area G One of the central ongoing topics of my research is the study of (deterministic
or random) evolutions in environments of complex geometric structure. The evolutions under
consideration might describe functions (e.g. states, particle densities), interacting particle systems, maps, or spaces. The complexity of the environment is due to irregularity, infinite dimensionality, or randomness. A major focus of my research in recent years is on optimal transport
and its many applications, in particular, the interpretation of heat flows and other dissipative
evolutions as gradient flows of entropy-like functionals on the Wasserstein space. Convexity
properties of these functionals yield rates for equilibration and concentration, in many cases
with explicit formulas for modifying these rates under tensorization, limits, conformal transformations, or time changes. Coupling of stochastic processes and optimal transport, leads to new
deep insights in the study of time-dependent spaces e.g. evolving under (super-) Ricci flow. Important breakthroughs have been achieved in constructing optimal couplings between random
measures, e.g. between point processes on Rn .
Research Area A The topics of my research which in recent years attracted most international
attention and publicity are the synthetic Ricci bounds for metric measure spaces and the far
reaching geometry and geometric analysis developed on these spaces.
With two publications [8] and [9], - together with Lott and Villani (2009) who independently
presented a similar concept - I laid the foundations to this innovative, flourishing field with many
fascinating applications and stimulating interactions. In subsequent years, many further insights
and results had been added, among them Ricci bounds for constructions (cones, suspensions),
rough curvature bounds for discrete spaces, local-to-global property, essential non-branching,
and existence of optimal maps.
As a landmark result, [3] established the equivalence of the ‘entropic’ curvature-dimension
condition - defined in terms of optimal transport - with the celebrated ‘energetic’ curvaturedimension condition (or generalized ‘Bochner’s inequality’) introduced already 30 years ago by
Bakry-Emery in terms of the so-called Γ calculus for diffusion operators. Besides this complete

equivalence of the Eulerian and the Lagrangian approach to heat flow and regularity issues
on mm-spaces, various new estimates (space-time gradient estimate, Wasserstein control, Nlog Sobolev inequality) had been derived in [3]. And the paper opened the door for many new
developments and initiated various innovative research directions.
Supervised theses
Diplom theses: 35
PhD theses: 13, currently 3
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